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National Executive Meeting 
Virtual Bilingual Zoom Meeting 

May 4, 2021 
 

Chair June Winger National President 
Members Benoit Laberge Executive Vice-President 
  Terry Kiley Vice-President (NS) 
  Gérald Grenon Deputy Vice-President (QC) 
  Jeff Wrinn Vice-President (NCR) 
  Grant Tennant Vice-President (ON) 
  Mona Simcoe Vice-President (MB/SK) 
  Bryan Meakin Vice-President (AB/North) 
 T. Mark Miller Vice-President (BC) 
  Cathy O’Kane Vice-President (NPF) 
  Eugene Stone Vice-President (CSE) 
  Paul Jones Human Rights Advisor 
Recording Secretary Sandra Mombourquette   

Absent 
 
Johanne Roberge               Vice-President (QC) 
Dan Frost                    Vice-President (NL/NB) 

 

  
 
The National President welcomed everyone to the meeting and explained the process to the 
group.  She made a special welcome to Brother Gérald Grenon who was sitting in for VP 
Johanne Roberge who could not attend the meeting today.  
 
The Harassment Statement was read aloud by Paul Jones, Human Rights Advisor and he was 
also named as the intervenor. 
 
UPDATE FROM THE NATIONAL PRESIDENT: 
 
Check-in meeting with Department of the Deputy Minister:   
 
The Department is in crisis with the obvious harassment that is being reported, however it is 
not limited to the Canadian Armed Forces members but is also extended to the public servants, 
who are feeling especially vulnerable.  The National President recently sent an email to the 
National Officers announcing the Initiating Directive for Professional Conduct and Culture. 
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Concerns were raised that the department has not consulted with the unions yet but already 
have initiated the way ahead.  ADM HR CIV responded acknowledging unions will be consulted. 
 
Firehall Issues: 
Again, raised the Dundurn, Suffield and Valcartier issues. There has been some movement on 
the Valcartier file but it is frustratingly slow.  Now Petawawa is having issues at their firehall.  
The National President reminds the National Officers that any harassment issues in the regions 
be sent to her in an email, she said she has received very little from the National Officers 
despite hearing directly from the members about a lot of harassment taking place.  She asks the 
National Officers to reach out to their Locals. 
 
New UMCC – Royal Canadian Air Forces (RCAF): 
Hoping to get better consultations in the Department with the establishing of this new 
Committee.  VP Miller and VP Simcoe have been appointed to this new Committee. The 
National President said to send them any issues that need to be addressed. 
 
Claude Rocher Associate DM has retired.  In his place Nancy Chahwan was named ADM in 
March 2021, she is from Treasury Board.   
 
National Board of Directors PSAC: 
 
Phoenix Damages: The decision from CRA is that they are not in favour of maintaining the 
Union’s opinion that the damages should be non-taxable.  This opinion is based on the fact that 
Treasury Board refused to participate with developing an agreed upon statement of facts.  The 
Union has issued a letter writing campaign asking all members to fully participate in it to 
convince the government to review this decision in order to get a fair assessment.  Also, the 
PSAC is pushing Treasury Board to expedite the availability of the claims process for all former 
members and retirees who are still waiting to receive their damages. 
 
Virtual Learning:  PSAC are continuing to offer virtual Talking Union Basics training.  Grievance 
handling and Local Executive training are looking to be piloted shortly and rolled out across the 
country.  VPs who have questions about the training or education needs they should be raising 
them with the appropriate Regional Executive Vice-President of PSAC. 
 
699 Grievances Update:  We have received the first denial in March, now these are sent to the 
Labour Relations Employment Board to be heard there.  The Canadian Human Rights 
Commission indicated they also want to submit, now waiting to get hearing date.  Members 
should continue to file 699 grievances when they are being denied or being told to use other 
leave.  The National President said there have been a lot of questions about 699 versus 698 
leave.  698 leave is leave that is coded for all half day medical/dental appointments with pay.  
The Department has assured the National President that it is not being used as a vaccination 
tracking mechanism.  If there are any issues or if members need clarity to put their minds at 
ease she asks that the VPs bring this up to her.  DVP Grenon says the 698 leave does not come 
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up in Oracle so the employer should ensure it is there if they want the members to use it.  The 
National President says it is not available yet but units are asking members to send an e-mail or 
fill in a hard copy pass.  She also said the member does not need to indicate specifically what 
the appointment is for, that is confidential. 
 
PSAC Executive Floor:  There continues to be a lot of movement in positions.  Riccardo is now 
the Executive Director; Izzy Pouliot is the Communications Director and Tasia Brown is the 
Political Assistant to the National President.  It is hard to follow who is where at PSAC because 
there is so much movement happening.  The National President has asked for an organizational 
chart, when received she will forward to the National Officers. 
 
PSAC Bargaining Conference:  All the UNDE priorities were able to get elected on the bargaining 
team: one PA member, two TC members, one EB member and five SV members.  UNDE has a 
good representation in the upcoming round of negotiations.  If any of the VPs have specific 
suggestions to improve the next bargaining conference that should be considered, the National 
President asks to send her those in writing. 
 
 
MOTION – Human Rights Award      m/s Laberge-Kiley 
 
Whereas the UNDE Human Rights Policy states that The Union of National Defence Employees 
will establish a National Human Rights Award and; 
 
Whereas the UNDE Human Rights Committee completed its work to establish criteria for the 
Human Rights Award; 
 
Be it resolved that the UNDE adopt the UNDE Human Rights award criteria as presented by the 
UNDEHRC and; 
 
Be it further resolved that the UNDE Human Rights Policy be amended to accurately reflect that 
the award be presented to one recipient, once per mandate at the UNDE Triennial Convention 
with all related costs borne by the Union of National Defence Employees. 
 
          RV 1 - DEFEATED 

RECORDED VOTE #1 
                                                      

Frost, D. 4 
Kiley, T. 1 
Laberge, B. 1 
Meakin, B. 2 
Miller, M. 2 
O’Kane, C. 4 
Grenon, G. 1 
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Simcoe, M. 2 
Stone. E. 2 
Tennant, G. 2 
Wrinn, J. 1 
Winger, J 3 

 
 
REGIONAL UPDATES: 
 
BC Update : 
VP Miller said BC is now stable in relation to Covid cases.  His routine call with the Base 
Commander is coming up tomorrow.  Brother Rick Levigne has left his position of Local 
President for the IMP Local 21018 as he is now in an excluded position.  The VP Jamie is taking 
over.  DVP Kevin Hunt is back from bereavement leave.  Both the IE UMCC and CAD UMCC are 
coming up.  The new RCAF meeting is coming up, it is shaping up as not a UMCC but just an 
update from the L1 level.  The PSAC BC Regional Convention is coming up this weekend, being 
the first of all the regions. 
 
ABN Update: 
VP Meakin said that the number of Covid cases are very high right now in Alberta with major 
restrictions being put in place.  Yellowknife is also under current lockdown.  Tonight, VP Meakin 
is having his monthly teleconference with his Locals.  Coming up in mid May is the Alberta 
Federation of Labour Convention.  He is also arranging an FR Steering Committee meeting next 
Wednesday then after that in two weeks is the next FR Situational Committee meeting. DRDC 
official meeting is coming up and then at the end of May is the PSAC North Regional 
Convention.  VP Meakin also said that 698 leave has been questioned a few times.  The 
standard is not there for everyone. 
 
Man-Sask Update: 
VP Simcoe gave an update on her Locals: 
Winnipeg-50705 Josee Emond 
This local has been dealing with a variety of grievances some more difficult than others.  Their 
stewards are few and becoming burnt out.  This is a difficult time with COVID and energizing 
members to become a steward.  But the push is for members to engage their coworkers to step 
up so that the work units will have at least one steward in the workplace. 
 
Shilo 50704 - Michael Weisgerber  
Shilo firefighters will not be continuing with the ambulance services for Shilo community.  The 
province has ended this service and states they can meet the needs.  An agreement will be 
made within the Base Shilo for members and military but not for outside the base. 
Staffing vacancies is still also a concern and hiring is not moving forward. This has been 
addressed with 3 Cdn Div. 
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Dundurn 40801 - Evelyn Jackson 
The Local President has concerns that are arising with the Harassment and Violence in the 
Workplace process.  Colleen Strong has been very helpful, reached out to PSAC and Labour 
Canada for guidance.  The form letter that is filled out, states members will have the option of 
an investigation but to get to an investigation many “hoops” need to be worked through 
recreating further anxiety for the member. 
I have asked the local President to prepare a report of the many concerns that she is dealing 
with and to send and communicate those to H&S rep Terry Kiley.  This may be a good agenda 
item for the Local Presidents Conference. VP Kiley said there is training through the School of 
Public Service.  All employees should take at least the first level.  The second level if for 
supervisors, he suggests the VPs should take that one. 
 
Moose Jaw TB 40802 - John Wilkinson 
Staffing continues to be a concern. 
A casual has been hired and has not been paid as management can’t seem to figure out how 
this is done. 
 
Aramark/Sodexo 40807 - Ole Bakken 
AGM - not yet scheduled 
 
ATCO 40800 – Jean-Claude Gelinas 
Bargaining for new collective agreement is not going well. They have reached an impass so we 
are asking UNDE for support.  TB Local 40802 is supporting in the workplace by wearing wrist 
bands and stickers. Sending support to team members Jean Claude Gelinas, Gerry Nichol, Perry 
Coughlin and Paul Bruce Alternate. 
 
UMCC meetings VP Simcoe sits on: 
 
—ADM(IE) Infrastructure and Environment - next mtg May 26 
—ADM(Mat) Material Group - next mtg Jun 2  
—CMSG Canadian Material Support Group serve as co-chair with Brother McEachern as the 
          UNDE Ammo Representative on behalf of the Ammo Committee - last mtg Oct 13 
—3 CDSG Canadian Division Support Group - last mtg Apr 8 
—RPOU(w) Real Property Operations Unit West LMCC - last mtg Mar 23,21 
—Air Division UMCC (1&2 CAD) - next mtg May 12 
—23 Health Services LMCC serve as co-chair with support from local presidents from Winnipeg,   
          Dundurn, and Moose Jaw - next mtg May 
- new mtg RCAF UMCC meeting L1 engagements - mtg on May 19,21 
 
Bylaws Committee Mar 31 - UNDE Harassment Reports were Due 
 
Info re: 202 Workshops Technical Trades Succession Project (TTSP) 
Technical Trades Succession Project (TTSP). I was asked to discuss the TTSP concern at the L1 
level through the ADMmat UMCC.  This was not dealt with at previous ADMmat UMCC 
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meetings before I joined on behalf of UNDE.  In Nov 2020, I engaged the L1 level regarding the 
concern of the TTSP verses the Apprenticeship and Operational Development Program (AODP).  
Dec 3, Frederic Boucher-Legault VP of Local, Paul Dagenais, VP QC Michel Allard, BGen Dundon, 
Col Corriveau met to discuss UNDE concerns.  From this meeting a Powerpoint gave further 
clarity on the TTSP.  It gave further arise to security and classification concerns.  I addressed 
these with Paul Dagenais, and he contacted DCCO regarding their input into this process.  The 
DCCO was trying to get some movement for the AODP in March 2020 but COVID stopped that 
and they provided some work descriptions in June 2019.  I met with COl Corriveau yesterday 
and we have a plan to move forward.  The DCCO will be engaged by an official email from the 
Col that will include Paul and HR rep.  The Col is leaving end of May, but this will be put in place 
before he leaves.  So, with DCCO engagement of developmental plans to document the 
progress of apprentices and facilitate the hiring process.  Management did meet April 9 with 
202 local unions mainly affecting UNDE and FEOE (electrical union) to discuss priorities of the 9 
classifications to move forward to apprenticeship program.  Moving forward Paul with DCCO 
will discuss the classifications and ensure it moves forward on that front.  I will continue to have 
this as an agenda item on the ADMmat UMCC to ensure it continues to move forward from the 
TTSP to the AODP structure. Frederick Boucher-Legault from the local will keep the VP QC 
apprised of any issues or concerns from the floor.  As well, it is important we all know what is 
happening so please keep everyone informed. 
 
June 12-14 - PSAC Prairie Regional Convention - Virtual 
 
VP Simcoe mentioned kudos to Sister Kim from National Office for ensuring all the demands 
were properly organized for the PSAC National Bargaining Conference. 
 
Ontario Update: 
VP Tennant had to leave the meeting early therefore no update was provided. 
 
NCR Update: 
VP Wrinn said they are still working on setting up the second Chief of Military Personnel (CMP) 
meeting because the CMP is on leave due to allegations.  He said he did have a Canadian Health 
Services UMCC meeting finally, they talked about vaccine rollout and the CR-3/CR-4 conversion 
for the back pay.  It has been time consuming because they need to find everyone who is or has 
been in these positions in the past.  Coming up in a week is the PSAC NCR Regional Convention. 
 
CSE Update: 
VP Stone announced the good news that CSE has reached a tentative collective agreement with 
the employer.  Ratification vote will be the week of May 24.  He says the relationship with 
Management has soured significantly, they will rethink their negotiation strategy as the next 
round of bargaining is not far away.  
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Quebec Update: 
DVP Grenon said it was disappointing to see VP Allard step down from the union, however it is 
in preparation for his retirement, the region thanks him for all the work he has done for them 
over the years.  There was a Covid outbreak in Valcartier but they reacted quickly to keep it 
under control.  Vaccinations are going well.  He agreed that there is a crisis in leadership at the 
Management level with the employer.  There are still many scars at the firehall in Valcartier.  
There was an internal investigation but have not heard anything since January about the 
investigation.  In St-Jean there is a current escalation within the workplace where the union has 
asked for the removal of the supervisor, however the employer is trying to negotiate instead.  
There have been new elections in some of the Quebec Locals.  There are also issues with 
performance reviews where the employee is not in agreement with it and files a grievance but 
the corrective action is to amend that review, but by the time the grievance is heard and 
upheld, although management agrees with the corrective action, they are unable to because it 
has already been filed and is permanent.  The National President advised him to seek advice 
from his LRO and she will inquire with the Department as well.   
There are approximately 35 contracted positions in the kitchen of St-Jean (representing 14,000 
hours of work) which are going to be sub-contracted.  The National President thanked DVP 
Grenon for raising this as it is the first contracting out issue that has been identified by the 
region. The National President said she discuss further with him and/or Johanne as the VP.  DVP 
Grenon says he has spoken to different people at PSAC Quebec about this but still nothing has 
been done. 
There are problems with work relations in the Army, Locals 10504, 10526, 10511 there are a lot 
of complaints of unfair labour practices, harassment and violence in the workplace. He is also 
disappointed that virtual Zoom training through DND is being contracted out and members are 
asked to provide their personal information to the employer and print their own documents.  
There is the upcoming PSAC Quebec Regional Convention in June. 
 
Nova Scotia Update: 
VP Kiley says Nova Scotia is currently dealing with the third wave of Covid, asking people to 
work from home, in lockdown.  The National Health & Safety Committee has had a few ad-hoc 
meetings.  He says they will do random testing across the country once facilities for this are set 
up.  Vaccinations are going well, hoping to not go into a fourth wave.   
 
Non-Public funds (NPF) Update: 
VP O’Kane said many NPF Locals are ratifying their collective agreements.  There are still issues 
with doing some ATIPs (Access to information) requests for CFMWS (Canadian Forces Morale 
and Welfare Services).  The National President said she will be having a virtual meeting with 
some of the new people at CFMWS where she will be bringing this up.  Also, the National 
President said that they need to start thinking about having another NPF Bargaining Conference 
to review long and short term goals, determine what was achieved and next steps. 
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Human Rights Update: 
Human Rights Advisor Jones said the member in Dubai has been taken off 699 leave as of April 
9.  The grievance has been filed at the third level.  The member has been granted the leave days 
but it is going to put her in an overpayment situation when she return to Canada. The video for 
Human Rights is still being worked on.  
Brother Jones asked if this body has decided what they are going to do to accommodate 
members with various disabilities who might not be able to attend the Triennial Convention in 
November in Ottawa.  He asked if there has been any conversation on this.  The National 
President said this has been discussed previously and acknowledges there is a need to allow all 
of our members to participate in their union.  The option of a hybrid Convention was previously 
suggested by the National President to allow those who cannot travel due to the pandemic.  
The Bylaws Committee was asked at the last meeting to consider the delegates that were 
registered for 2020 by virtue of their position in the Local which they may no longer hold and 
how they were going to be determined for the postponed Convention in 2021.  VP Miller said 
he never heard back from any of the VPs that were supposed to submit their Local Bylaws to 
the Committee to review and come to a recommendation.  The National President said there is 
talk now about a possible fourth wave of the pandemic and it is important for this body to 
agree on a cut-off date to make a determination on either an in-person, hybrid or completely 
virtual Convention. While it is difficult to predict what the environment will be in November, we 
are unable to issue the Convention Call-Out until these decisions are made.  VP Simcoe stated 
that according to Bylaw 11 Article 4c of the UNDE Bylaws, the National President has the 
authority to make the final decision about the Triennial National Convention.  The National 
President responded that she wanted to work with the National Executive and take into 
consideration their views and the views of the members they represent. Ideally, she would like 
to find consensus together as one body, however if this is not possible, she will make the 
decision.  The EVP requested the National President send out another invitation to discuss a 
plan again. 
 
EVP Update: 
EVP Laberge said that staff are still working from home due to stay-at-home order.  COMTRA 
had a meeting this morning for the training of Module 8 on grievance handling.  LRO Brendalee 
Blaney has to redesign the module so that it can be delivered virtually on Zoom.  The first week 
of June there will be a practice session as a dry run.  The roll-out for the module is being aimed 
for mid to end of June.  EVP Laberge also said DND is starting a new organization to be led by 
General Carignan on the sexual harassment within DND.  EVP informed the General that the 
Union should be involved in any discussions and about the future, the General said she is happy 
to hear that. 
 
 
 
Adjournment. 
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